Abstract. The type II supernova is considered as a candidate site for the production of heavy elements. The nucleosynthesis occurs in an intense neutrino flux, we calculate the electron fraction in this environment 1 .
NEUTRINO-NUCLEON INTERACTION
Neutrinos and antineutrinos of all three flavors are emitted by the neutron star producided in a supernova. The individual neutrino species has approximately the same luminosity but very diferent average energy. As the neutrinos diffuse out of the neutron star, they thermally decouple from the neutron star matter at different radii due to the diference in their ability to exchange energy with such matter. Neutrinos species of all flavors have identical neutral current interactions but, due to energy threshold effects, the ν µ , ν τ , and their antiparticles lack the charged current capture reactions analogous to
The result is that ν τ , ν µ , and their antiparticles, have indentical spectra and decouple at a higher density, and thus temperature, than the electron neutrinos and antineutrinos [3] .
We require the neutron-to-nuclei ratio R > 100 to effect a good r-process yield for heavy nuclear species, but the models with conventional equations of state for nuclear matter all give smaller values of R. In all models R is determined by the net neutronproton ratio; the entropy-per-baryon in the ejecta, s; and the dynamic expansion time scale, t dyn . The neutron-to-proton ratio is n/p = Y −1 e − 1, where Y e is the number of electrons per baryon. The r-process is only possible when Y e < 0.5 at freeze-out from nuclear statistical equilibrium. The value of Y e in the region above the neutrinosphere is determined by the interactions in Eq. (1) and (2) . We can write the rate of change of Y e with time as
where λ 1 = λ nν e +λ e + n and λ 2 = λ 1 +λ nν e +λ ep , are the rates in (1) and (2), (see Ref [4] ).
ELECTRON FRACTION
The general solution to the above equation is given by
with the integrating factor given by
and λ 1 /λ 2 ≡ Y eq . The functional form for the weak-interaction rates are given by theory V − A, for example: where
, G F is the Fermi coupling constant, f is the distribution of neutrinos or electrons, and P is a factor of probability (< 1). The normalized energy spectrum of each neutrino species, electron and positron is given by Fermi-Dirac distributions, but in this work, we assume that can be approximated by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, following Bernstein [5] and Enqvist [6] .
We changed to the variable y = ∆m/T and the solution is function of the temperature, the integrating factor now becomes
To evaluate the integrating factor we assume the neutrino-driven wind model, the radius of an outflowing mass element is related to time t by r = r o exp (t − t o )/t dyn this implies an outflow velocity proporcional to the radius, v = r/t dyn [7] . In the model, ρ α r −3 and T α r −1 . We set T n = T p = T e = T e + = T , but we assume that the neutrino and antineutrino temperatures remain nearly constant. We finally compute the integrals in the solution for a range of y values, we obtain the curve for Y e (y) and P. Numerical supernova neutrino transport calculations show that T ν e = 5.1 Mev, T ν e = 4.5 Mev and we set for t dyn = 0.3 s. Neutrino oscillations add a new complication to the diagnostic of supernova neutrinos, the factor P will be the survival probability of the electron neutrinos and antineutrinos.
CONCLUSIONS
The main goal in this work has been to calculate the electron fraction in a simple and accurate analytical form. We think that analytical prescription may be useful to simplify the calculation and to help the understanding of the physics involucred. In the future we will include the effects of the convertion of neutrinos.
